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Automatic customer request sorting by type, complexity,
priority, or profitability, and further passing them on to agent
Example
for our client, an air ticket reseller, we developed
and delivered a lead scoring system that predicts
the “quality” of a given lead based on its
marginality and chance of deal closing. The most
“quality” leads get high scoring and are processed
by the sales team first. it took just six months for
the company to get 17% growth in the highly
competitive market of air ticket sales.
Example
A service company gets up to 3000 repair orders
daily. Most orders are categorized as warranty
cases, which are low-margin. But, in fact, up to 20%
of warranty cases end up being the non-warranty
type, which has a higher margin. WaveAccess has
developed and delivered a text mining module that
analyzes the order text and detects the case type
and its category right at the input.

Risk management
Text mining technology enables complete management of thousands of sources
of text documents, and provides the ability to link together information and be able
to access the right information at the right time

Fraud detection through claims investigation
The majority of information in jurisprudence is collected as text. Insurance
companies use text mining technologies by combining the results of text analysis
with structured data to prevent fraud and swiftly process claims

Spam and unwanted content filtering
Spam impacts business productivity and safety due to viruses. Text mining
techniques can be implemented to improve the effectiveness of statistical-based
filtering methods.

How it works
Data Collection
Text

pdf, xls, doc, plain text

API

Data Processing

Keywords extracting, topic mining,
sentiment analysis, categorization
Text Analytics API:
Sentiment, Key Phrases Named Entity Recognition
Azure Search:
Lucene, Microsoft — full-text query parsers
Azure Machine Learning —
training a custom model for text summarization using
azureml.PyTorch.

Enriched Data

Metadata: searchable and categorized.
Keywords, sentiments, topics
Enriched archives, knowledge DB
Vizualization:
metrics, scores, reports
Dashboards:
Bizapps/web service
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Text mining solution features
— Polarity scores for sentiment analysis
Polarity score refers to identifying sentiment orientation (positive, neutral, and
negative) in text. Polarity is float which lies in the range of [-1,1] where 1 means
positive statement and -1 means a negative statement.

— The grid displays a list of documents, the number of keywords found in the
document, and the total rank counted by each algorithm.

— The source text is displayed with keywords extracted according to selected
algorithms (see left)

— Search by filters
Advanced search forms (more than 50 filters can be applied) can be
customized according to customer text metadata

Input data sources supported
— PDF, XLS, DOC files (API available)
— plain text (API available)

Technologies applied
— Machine Learning
— NLTK
— Sentence Fusion
— GATE
— custom text reading rules and algorithms

Microsoft platform
— MS Azure
— MS Azure ElasticSearch (full text search, custom search)
— MS SQL server
— Azure Machine Learning (azureml.PyTorch)

Languages supported
— English
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